Microfluidic multiplexed partitioning enables flexible and effective utilization of magnetic sensor arrays
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We demonstrate microfluidic partitioning of a giant magneto resistive sensor array into individually addressable compartments that enhances its effective use. Using different samples and reagents in each compartment enables measuring of cross-reactive species and wide dynamic ranges on a single chip. This compartmentalization technique motivates the employment of high density sensor arrays for highly parallelized measurements in lab-on-a-chip devices.

Following the decade old trend of “Moore’s Law”,1 feature sizes in integrated circuits (ICs) continue to shrink. The same arguments of technological advances and economics support shrinking sensor size and integrating more sensors per silicon chip, with the goal of large-scale sensor arrays that feature highly parallelized multiplexing, high speed, and lower overall costs.

Giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensors are one of the most promising sensor technologies for protein diagnostics.2 Arrays of 64 GMR sensors have been demonstrated to perform multiplexed protein detection on a single chip,3 and current research targets an even larger number of sensors per array.4 However, large-scale sensor arrays’ utility and bioassay flexibility is limited by concentration mismatch and dynamic range constraints as well as inter-assay cross-reactivity between biological analytes and reagents from different assays.5 Thus, only a subset of protein assays of interest can be performed in parallel on a single sensor array chip without exceeding cross-reactivity or dynamic range constraints. The dynamic range of sensors can be improved through optimized particle selection, sensor design, and readout circuitry, which reduces the constraints on concentration ranges.3,6–9 The cross-reactivity between analytes and reagents is a more stringent constraint for accurate readout that cannot be solved by increased sensor electronic performance, but needs to be taken care of at its source – the biochemical binding stage early in the detection workflow. Antibody cross-reactivity5,10,11 and aberrant protein–protein interactions12 are two undesired sources of assay cross-reactivity. This cross-reactivity becomes a problem in sensor-based multiplex assays where the goal is to integrate many tests onto a small sensing region, and leads to challenges and issues with assay reliability. Common approaches deal with cross-reactivity similar to well-based assays, where each assay is performed in a separate well. This separation prevents cross-reactivity by design: the cross-reactive assays are separated onto different chips, ultimately requiring an increased number of sensor chips rather than parallel processing on a single chip. However, this multi-chip separation approach defeats the purpose of scaling up sensor arrays to accommodate more sensors, as the number of potential cross-reactive reagent pairs increases quadratically with the number of assays performed in parallel.

While cross-reactivity is already problematic in the current 64 sensor array, larger-scale sensor arrays will only exacerbate the problem. To enable the effective use of large-scale sensor chips, it is necessary to separate cross-reactive species on the sensor chip. This separation requires technology that can interface and segregate the sensor at the sensor pitch length scale. Microfluidic technology has been demonstrated interfacing a single GMR sensor,13,14 therefore it is a particularly promising approach in partitioning the sensor surface into different compartments and addressing individual sensor compartments with reagents. A diverse range of microfluidic immunoassays have been implemented using paper, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and other materials.2,15–18 Of these technologies, PDMS chips are especially useful for interfacing sensors14 and enable automation and miniaturization.16,19
Here, we compartmentalize a biosensor array using microfluidic channels, separate cross-reactive assays into different compartments and demonstrate cross-reactivity-free measurement of otherwise cross-reactive assays. Overcoming these constraints, this approach enables flexible and effective utilization of magnetic sensor arrays. Additionally, the microfluidic compartmentalization can be used to separate species with incompatible dynamic ranges. In the GMR sensor array, all 64 sensors can be individually functionalized with specific capture antibody or control using a robotic spotter, enabling completely independent immunoassays on each sensor on the same chip (Fig. 1).

Detection is based on a magnetic immunoassay, where a sandwich immunoassay is performed directly on the GMR sensor. Captured protein is labelled with magnetic particles (Miltenyi Biotec μMACS Streptavidin MicroBeads), which are magnetized in an applied magnetic field. The particle’s stray magnetic field changes the magnetization orientation of the underlying GMR sensor, which yields a change in electric resistance that is read out with low noise electronics and correlates to the quantity of bound magnetic particles and thus protein analyte (see details in ref. 3 and 20). In immunoassays on the GMR sensor platform, pairwise cross reactivity has been observed while performing multiplexed assays with the cancer biomarkers Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR), Epithelial Cell Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM), and Transmembrane glycoprotein encoded by the Tacstd2 gene (Trop-2).12

We recreated the previously noted cross-reactivity of the individual assay biomarkers by measuring a controlled sample consisting of all three biomarkers: EGFR, EpCAM, and Trop-2, all at 10 ng mL\(^{-1}\) in buffer solution on GMR sensors functionalized with capture antibodies against EGFR, EpCAM, and Trop-2. In separate experiments, either EGFR, EpCAM, or Trop-2 detection antibody was added. The resulting sensor signals for the individually functionalized sensors were recorded and plotted in Fig. 2. Experiments using EpCAM detection antibody did not show any significant cross-reactivity on the EGFR or Trop-2 antibody functionalized sensors. Experiments including EGFR or Trop-2 detection antibodies showed severe cross reactivity: experiments with EGFR detection antibody showed a significant signal from the Trop-2 capture antibody functionalized sensors, experiments with Trop-2 detection antibody showed a large signal from the EpCAM capture antibody functionalized sensors, which was even higher than the Trop-2 capture antibody functionalized sensor’s signal. The Trop-2 detection antibody to EpCAM cross-reactivity is assumed to come from antibody cross-reactivity.21 The EGFR detection antibody to Trop-2 cross-reactivity is attributed to come from a protein interaction between EGFR and the EGF like domain on the Trop-2 protein.22

To overcome cross-reactivity, we designed a microfluidic chip, based on standard PDMS Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL)\(^{19,23}\) that interfaces with the GMR sensor array chip, separating it into completely independent compartments (see Fig. 3). Since the microfluidic chip is designed to protrude over the sensor chip’s extents (Fig. 1d), a clamping seal can be formed at the microfluidic-to-sensor-chip interface by a custom designed cartridge (see details in ref. 24) that does not interfere with the connection pins. This microfluidic chip separates the 64 sensors in the array into 4 different compartments of 16 sensors each. Each compartment is connected to its individual syringe pump of a standard syringe pump.

---

**Fig. 1** GMR sensor arrays. a) Sensor array chip containing 64 individual GMR sensors in an 8 × 8 configuration. b) Schematic of sandwich magnetic immunoassay structure performed directly atop one GMR sensor in the sensor array. c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of magnetic nanoparticles on strips of GMR sensor (used with permission from ref. 6). d) Microfluidic chip schematic (red layers buried, blue layers interfacing chip). e) Microfluidic channels aligned on the sensors and compartmentalize the sensor array into four completely independent, individually addressable compartments. f) Cartridge integrates microfluidic chip and sensor array chip, facilitates alignment, and provides pressure seal between microfluidic channels and sensor array.
system (NE-1800, New Era Pump Systems) that delivers analytes and reagents to the sensors of that compartment at a flow rate of 2 μL min⁻¹.

We performed the cross-reactive EGFR, EpCAM, and Trop2 assays with the same controlled sample solution (of all three protein biomarkers mixed together at 10 ng mL⁻¹). Each assay is separated in an isolated compartment (sensor signals plotted in Fig. 3a) with only the specific assay detection antibody present (see Fig. 3a inset). Thus by design the cross-reactivity is avoided.

More broadly speaking, this compartmentalization allows multiple samples to be assayed on a single GMR sensor array chip. To demonstrate this, a series dilution assay of C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured (Fig. 3b). Thus sample dilutions can be targeted to match the concentration range to the dynamic range of the sensor.

Conclusions

This compartmentalization approach allows the separation and, by design, cross-reactivity free measurement of analytes on a single sensor array chip, which would otherwise show cross-reactivity. Additionally, this approach allows measurement of multiple analyte samples on the same chip, including serial dilutions for overcoming dynamic range limitations. Overall, the microfluidic integration and compartmentalization approach allows a more flexible and effective use of existing sensor arrays, motivates the employment of larger-scale sensor arrays for highly parallelized diagnostics, and adds a microfluidic interface for higher degrees of automation of sample delivery assays.
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